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Notwithstanding the reduction in consumption of fossil fuels which is necessary 
to fight against climate change, oil will remain indispensable for many more 
decades to meet ever increasing worldwide energy demand.

Based on a great variety of sources, this work provides the keys to understanding 
the contemporary oil scene, its development in the past and its outlook for 
the future, showing the interrelation between three main factors: reserves, 
production, and prices. 

The evolution of markets, technology and production outlooks, geopolitical 
factors, and scenarios for the future… the authors provide a critical and objective 
analysis of a sector which too often elicits passions and myths. 

"This reference work has arrived just in time to enlighten us  
on the fundamentals of an energy source which the world will need for  

a long time in an ever-shifting energy context." 

Olivier Appert, former president of IFP Énergies nouvelles  
and délégué général of the Academy of Technologies
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